Zorica&acute; does her job sincerely and with love.

**SUCCESS STORY**

The complete text is available [HERE](http://socijalnoukljucivanje.gov.rs/en/category/casestudy/)

Zorica&acute; believes this is one of the crucial ways for the Roma to get their full rights.

The**job of a teaching assistant is responsible and complex. We help the children master the curriculum,**

whether you are a teaching assistant or working in some other job, it is up to you how you will do it,

often happens that you need to postpone your flight or take it earlier, if all the seats are filled on the flight.

We faced first problems already when organising the trip as we had to find an airline that provided the

Availability and Miomirka Grci

The number of illegal border crossings

**ACTIVITIES OF THE SOCIAL INCLUSION UNIT**

The Ministry of Labour, Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs and the Social Inclusion and Poverty

The analysis "Poverty in Serbia in 2011, 2012 and 2013" offers a detailed overview of the profiles of the

The study "Poverty Measurement - Theoretical Concepts, State of Affairs and Recommendations for the

understand new trends in measurement of poverty and their impact on the Republic of Serbia.

The project responds to an absence of official data on absolute poverty since 2010, and the need to

The presentation&acute;s available for download [HERE](http://socijalnoukljucivanje.gov.rs/en/category/casestudy/)

**NEWSLETTER**

**Funding Opportunities**


The deadline for submission is 15 October 2014.

**SOCIAL INCLUSION BLOG**

The deadline for submission is 15 October 2014.

The deadline for submission is 15 October 2014.

You may read the latest blog posts at the Social Inclusion Blog at the new address:

http://socijalnoukljucivanje.gov.rs/en/

**READ MORE...**